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In a law firm, a person who brings in new business — and, thus, revenue — is called a rainmaker. Nonprofits have their own counterpart: a fundraiser (the person, not the event). And this is one of the responsibilities belonging to the board of directors.

Successful fundraisers, like rainmakers, are not born, but made. Turning board members into effective fundraisers takes commitment and a full-fledged strategy.

**IT COMES WITH THE JOB**

Some new board members find the concept of approaching friends, business contacts and strangers for money, even for a worthwhile cause, to be unappealing. They may even feel that it’s beneath them to “beg” and think this task should fall to staff. But, in one way or another, raising funds should involve everyone in an organization, especially board members, who often have contacts and respect in the community.

Before they even accept the position, let board members know that fundraising will be one of their responsibilities. One not-for-profit stated it this way in a recent newspaper article: “We are looking for new board members to support our strategic planning, including fundraising, to help build a sustainable future for the organization.” The nominating committee, if you have one, should look for candidates with fundraising experience or potential, as well as influence among different populations.

**ORIENTATION IS KEY**

Board orientation is a good time to educate new members about the organization’s mission, goals, programs and financial needs. It’s also the time to let them know how fundraising fits into the picture.

One nonprofit, for example, shows new board members a short film about its capital campaign to raise money for a new community center. The orientation ends with a tour of the new building. There, the board members see firsthand some of the activities that serve the community: from English language classes to the well-stocked food pantry.

Your organization should have a written document that describes board member responsibilities and includes fundraising as one of them. If your nonprofit expects board members to give annual donations themselves, as many organizations do, that also should be stated.

**TRAINING AND SUPPORT ARE ESSENTIAL**

Once board members take office, there are a number of things a nonprofit can do to educate and support their fundraising role. Here are some ideas to consider.

Establish a fundraising committee. This will make fundraising an official and ongoing part of
the job, and will likely attract the members who are most confident and interested in fundraising.

**Develop a mentoring system.** Senior board members who have a knack for fundraising can steer junior board members in the right direction. They can share insights and tactics that have worked well for them. The new members should understand that they’re not being asked to “trespass” on their relationships.

**Give them a script.** Let’s say that your organization is having a fundraising drive and it includes telephoning past contributors. Prepare a script for board members that thanks contributors for their past support, explains how the new funds will be used and describes how the activities or project ties to the nonprofit’s mission.

**Look for training opportunities.** Many consultants and some nonprofits offer training in fundraising and gifting-related topics. Board members need to fully understand the many types of monetary and nonmonetary donations that supporters can make. Many books and articles are available on these topics at low or no cost.

**Recognize successes.** Everyone likes a well-deserved pat on the back. Be sure to recognize board members’ fundraising accomplishments. Opportunities include writing a congratulatory note after a particularly strong fundraising achievement and recognizing laudable efforts at public events and board meetings.

**AN INVESTMENT THAT PAYS OFF**

A nonprofit benefits when its board members are successful at fundraising. Make sure that your board members have the skills and tools they need to “make it rain.”

---

**Is your nonprofit ready to pass the baton?**

Baby boomer nonprofit leaders continue to retire in vast numbers nationwide. Does your organization have key people who are nearing retirement? If so, is there a concrete plan to replace them? A succession plan can be the difference between a nonprofit carrying on its mission without interruption and its operations grinding to a halt.

**CHOOSING A STRATEGY**

Three approaches to succession planning are common among nonprofits, and one may best fit your needs. The **strategic leader development** approach focuses on identifying talented individuals who have, or are capable
of developing, skills to carry on your organization’s goals before the top executive or another key person has left. As soon as a successor is identified, the executive director (ED) should begin delegating some leadership duties to this individual. This approach gives the ED time to train and assist the incoming leader until he or she can competently handle the new duties.

**PREPARING FOR AN EMERGENCY**

*Emergency* succession planning emphasizes continuing to achieve the organization’s goals and carry out its mission after an unforeseen event, such as death or disability. In preparation, the top executive or executives should develop a list of their duties and step-by-step details on fulfilling them. They should ask themselves: How was I trained for this position? How have my responsibilities changed over time? What did I learn later that I wish I’d known from the start?

Board members should be involved in any type of succession planning, but especially in emergency planning, because they’re obliged to see that the organization is competently led without interruption. A small nonprofit, even if it has limited capacity for strategic planning, should have an emergency succession plan for its ED.

**PLANNING FOR A “DEFINED DEPARTURE”**

A *defined departure* plan is appropriate when the key person has announced his or her retirement one to two years in advance. The goal is to build leadership strength: The key person wants to know that the organization can function well after his or her retirement, and the nonprofit requires the same degree of assurance. Setting a target departure date with the board of directors is typically the first step because it prompts those involved to develop a timeline.

No matter which approach you use, consider forming a succession planning committee if more than one key person eventually will be replaced. This will allow members of the organization with various types of expertise to provide feedback in the areas most affected by the departures.

It’s also important to document the succession plan. Although it might take some time away from other duties now, it could prevent a host of problems later.

**TRANSITIONING LEADERSHIP**

Having both individuals work at the same time is one of the most effective ways to transition duties. Consider: Your ED announces nine months in advance that he will be retiring, and your succession plan names a successor. While the two work together, have the successor assume some of the ED’s duties, such as creating the organization’s policies, reviewing financial reports and meeting with key people from your community. Gradually shift more work from the ED to the successor.

If the successor isn’t already in the organization, consider hiring him or her a few months before the targeted transition date. To make
Many nonprofits today look beyond U.S. borders to boost revenue. They recruit members, sell products, promote conferences and solicit donations. Before you “raise your flag” in a foreign country, though, take stock. Here are five areas to research before putting both feet in the water.

1. The market for your services and products. Before investing funds, make sure that the need for your nonprofit’s services or products is robust enough to justify the costs of doing business in the target country. What will the competition be like? A specialized teachers’ association, for example, may find no counterpart in that country, but a burgeoning number of teachers who are hungry for specialized information. Ample market research is essential before making a decision.

2. Laws and regulations. Of course, you’ll need to be aware of relevant laws and

THE ROLE OF KEY PERSON INSURANCE

There is another step your nonprofit can take to prepare for an ED’s unanticipated departure. Key person insurance can protect an organization in the event of a sudden death or disability. This type of plan can help ensure that the nonprofit’s operations and mission are still carried out without major disruptions due to the loss of a key employee.

For example, let’s say the ED — suddenly disabled by heart surgery — had been the nonprofit’s chief administrator and its primary fundraiser. Temporarily hiring two individuals with these critical skills is likely to be more expensive than the cost of finding a permanent replacement. But key person insurance proceeds could provide for this while the search is underway.

Tools to choose

If you find yourself struggling over how to start a succession plan, you can find numerous free or low-cost planning toolkits online, as well as others that are more costly. Many of them will walk you through the process step by step. Some also offer templates and worksheets to help you keep track of goals and tasks and gauge timelines.

Some websites to check out include the Foundation Center (foundationcenter.org), National Council of Nonprofits (councilofnonprofits.org) and BoardSource (boardsource.org). Your financial advisor also can assist with your final plan.

START TODAY

In the scheme of everyday activities, putting together a succession plan for your top executive may end up on the back burner. Don’t let it happen. Charting the future of your nonprofit’s leadership is too important of a responsibility to be left to circumstance.
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regulations before penetrating the target country. And if you plan to sell products or services there, investigate sales and tax issues thoroughly first. If the country engages in free trade, it may be easy enough to do business there. But if the country isn’t a party to a free trade agreement, high tariffs or taxes might scare you away. Consult with your legal and financial advisors as you chart your business plan. Foreign activities also may require analysis to ensure that your contributors retain their tax deductions and that you don’t jeopardize your organization’s own tax-exempt status.

3. Relationships. Strong relationships are at the heart of any not-for-profit’s success. And your understanding of the target culture will be a key to that goal. Setting up an advisory committee in the United States, which includes expatriates, is one way to develop insights into your new market.

If English isn’t the spoken language in the target country, it may be advantageous to bring your own translator during your initial visits — ideally someone from the advisory committee or elsewhere in your organization. This person should understand the nuances of the other culture, and also have your interests in mind. During your visits, be ready to learn from the local residents. They are the experts on their turf.

4. Representation. Opening up membership to individuals in other countries is often the first global step of a membership organization. If you go this route, use your advisory committee to discuss the needs and interests of the target country, and for ideas about translating published materials for the new members. Some organizations hold seminars and conferences in target countries and even open offices to establish roots.

If you appoint a member from the target country to your board, be willing to accept different approaches to issues. Board meetings usually continue to be held at U.S. headquarters. A board portal (collaborative software) will allow your board members to securely access board documents from any location. And Skype can be used to visually include the new member at meetings.

5. Currency exchange. What is the value of the U.S. dollar compared to the currency of the target nation? If U.S. currency is weak, it could work to your advantage in selling products and services. But, naturally, a strong dollar here will go further in all your business transactions in that country, such as leasing property or compensating foreign staff.

There’s also the practical issue of how potential customers will pay for your goods and services, or make donations. Many nonprofits now use PayPal to handle foreign payments, which can all be made in U.S. dollars. The online payment company provides a discount on their processing rates for donations to qualifying charities. Additionally, some accounting software can address various currencies and make the necessary conversions.
A LAUDABLE DONOR “THANK YOU” PROJECT FROM DOWN UNDER

Ingenuity is often more important than budget when executing a worthwhile project. Take the Australian charity One Girl, which focuses on the education and economic empowerment of girls in Sierra Leone.

Last fall, One Girl’s top executive told staff she wanted more than 200 unique, personalized thank-you videos for all of the nonprofit’s major supporters and donors. Staff got about one month — and no budget — to accomplish the goal.

Four weeks later, the organization had 216 unique videos to deliver, via YouTube, to individuals who donated more than $500 or raised over $600 in a fundraising campaign, and to teams that raised over $1,000.

How did they do it? They:

* Developed a spreadsheet of people who should receive a video, entering personalized text for each person,
* Created five video templates that could be reused,
* Recruited 17 volunteer video editors, which gave each editor roughly a dozen videos to customize, and
* Sent supporters e-mails with links to the customized videos.

You can see the videos on YouTube; search there for “one girl australia,” enter that site, and click on “Videos.”

WOULD YOU BE READY FOR A CAP ON DONATIONS?

President Obama’s proposed budget for fiscal 2015 proposes capping the tax deduction for charitable donations at 28%. It states that the limit would affect only the top 3% of families.

Although there may be little chance of the budget being passed by Congress, nonprofits should nonetheless start thinking about what would happen if tax reform involving charitable deductions materializes. Are there steps your nonprofit could take to minimize the impact? Having a plan is better than being caught “empty-handed.”

EMPLOYEES NEED INFORMATION ON RETIREMENT PLAN OPTIONS

Do your employees know enough about their retirement plan options to feel confident making investment decisions? According to a recent survey, many Americans (33% of those surveyed) aren’t familiar with investment options in their plans. And more women (37%) than men (29%) feel inadequately informed about plan options. Younger employees, Gen Y — those born from the early 1980s to the early 2000s — feel the least informed; 43% say they are unfamiliar with their plan’s options.

According to TIAA-CREF, a financial services organization that sponsored the survey, employees familiar with their investment options are almost twice as likely to save the recommended minimum of 10%–14% of their annual income for retirement.
Running a successful nonprofit organization these days requires more than just dedication, hard work and shrewd management. It also takes sophisticated technology and the support of professionals who understand nonprofits and can help them meet the many challenges they face in fulfilling their missions. In other words, it takes the Nonprofit Services Division at Maner Costerisan.

Our team of 50 nonprofit specialists not only serves more than 100 diversified nonprofit organizations throughout the area, they also are actively involved in business and professional organizations, community service clubs and local charities. As a result, they have an inside perspective on the trends and issues affecting nonprofits, and extensive, hands-on experience in helping these important organizations succeed. We offer a full array of nonprofit services, including:

- Tax planning and filing
- Audits, reviews and compilations
- Financial reporting
- Accounting systems
- Information technology
- Benefits planning
- Financial modeling and forecasting
- Governance and strategic planning

Please call us at (517) 323-7500
or visit www.manercpa.com
and let us know how we can be of service.